Captiva Ultra-Lite Travel Trailers

That’s what you get in a Captiva. Easy to Use. Really.

2009 Coachmen Captiva™
Enjoy the Lighter Side of the Great Outdoors.

Features that matter.

Easy RVing.

See camping in a whole new lite. Even if you have a
SUV or a new crossover vehicle, with Captiva Ultra-Lite by Coachmen you
don’t have to sacrifice space for lighter weight.

The result is a smoother exterior finish, stronger walls and lighter weight.

Its 8 ft. exterior width and tall 78 in. interior ceiling height
and fiberglass sidewalls the Captiva is easy to tow, yet it's packed with inno-
vative, thoughtful features that set new standards for easy-living comfort and
convenience.

Captiva™
Life should be so easy.
Captiva™ Ultra-Lite features, including a flush floor super slideout and a well equipped kitchen.

Lightweight and easy to tow, from end to end the 290BHS is still loaded with features, including a flush floor super slideout with dinette and sofa, designer countertops and a well equipped kitchen.

See camping in a whole new lite. Even if you have a SUV or a new crossover vehicle, with Captiva Ultra-Lite by Coachmen you don’t have to sacrifice space for lighter weight. With its aluminum frame and fiberglass sidewalls the Captiva is easy to tow, yet it’s packed with innovative, thoughtful features that set new standards for easy-living comfort and convenience. Its 8 ft. exterior width and tall 78 in. interior ceiling height give you more living space. The spacious Super-U dinette/lounge area on select models, linoleum flooring throughout and bunk bed floorplan options make this very family friendly. Don’t sacrifice luxury for convenience – with Captiva Ultra-Lite, you can have it all!
Features that matter.

**EASY STORAGE**
Space. Space. And more space.
That's what you get in a Captiva.
For example, not only is it designed for comfort, the queen bed is also uniquely built as a storage space using our bed lift system. And the fully equipped kitchen has plenty of places for all the items necessary to put together good meals.

**EASY ENTERTAINING**
Have fun during the day and then relax at night with the theatre package option that includes a Dolby® digital 5.1 Surround System and LCD television so you can watch your favorite tv shows. There is even a TV mount outside for exterior entertainment.

**Lamination — A Bond That Lasts**
Captiva Ultra-Lite is built with the highest level of quality using a vacuum bond lamination process for its sidewalls, roof and floor.

High strength urethane bonds a smooth fiberglass sheet to a lauan backing to form the exterior wall. Then it’s bonded with urethane adhesive to a welded aluminum frame filled with rigid polystyrene insulation. Finally, a decorative panel is glued to the inside of the wall.

The completed wall is then placed under pressure in the vacuum bond (bag) process for 30 minutes or longer to ensure completely smooth, high strength bonding.

The result is a smoother exterior finish, stronger walls and lighter weight. Light and easy to tow and better built for longer life.

Visit our website anytime at www.easyRVing.com for more information, and easy shopping tools like

- Finding the right Coachmen for you.
- Comparing different Coachmen models.
- Building your own RV.
### Captiva Ultra-Lite

**Easy Design**

A huge U-direct lounge in the slideout provides a spacious dining area as well as additional sleeping space. (Available in select models.)

The fully enclosed underbelly and heated tanks help you to extend the camping season.

**Easy Features**

**LIVING APPOINTMENTS**
- Thermostatic cabinet doors
- Residential style slide awnings
- Designer window treatments
- Designer skylights
- Designer skylights

**PLUMBING AND LP SYSTEMS**
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**APPLIANCES AND ACCESSORIES**
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**Exterior and Construction**
- Frame four main slideout support jacks (NS models)
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**SAFETY AND SECURITY**
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength
- Powder coated construction strength

**Easy Living**

Enjoy the Lighter Side of the Great Outdoors

**Captiva — Easy Living Tour Guide**

The Captiva is designed with the new generation of vehicles and lifestyle in mind. The Captiva offers a variety of spacious layouts and features to enhance your camping experience.

**Specifications**

**2009 Captiva Floorplans**

**Easy Design**

A huge U-direct lounge in the slideout provides a spacious dining area as well as additional sleeping space. (Available in select models.)

The fully enclosed underbelly and heated tanks help you to extend the camping season.

**Captiva — Easy Living Floorplans**
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Easy to Use. Really.

Pete symbolizes our commitment to being your best friend on the road. Like Pete, we’re always there to make sure your Coachmen is as easy and uncomplicated as possible, so you can escape life’s hassles and enjoy RVing more.

Your Coachmen will be easy to buy, easy to use and easy to own. That’s our promise to you. We accomplish this through clever designs and superior support after the sale. But the real measure of “easy” is in the countless thoughtful touches we include throughout your new Coachmen.

Easy to Own. Honest.

Our commitment to you is your ongoing satisfaction. Dealers are authorized to solve your problems on the spot and get you on your way without fuss or hassle. Should you ever need service or repair, it is easy to find one of the hundreds of Coachmen dealers or authorized repair centers nationwide.

Our toll-free service hotline (800-453-6064) and online service support center put you in touch with a Coachmen service representative, warranty information, maintenance information, troubleshooting tips, dealer locations and other helpful information. Coachmen. You couldn’t ask for an easier traveling companion.

Travel Easy™. Always.

RVing is easier with Coachmen’s Travel Easy™ Roadside Assistance included for the first year on most new motorized and towable Coachmen RVs®. Administered by Coach-Net®, this service provides you with 24/7 operational, technical and emergency road service coverage. Anywhere. Anytime. Travel Easy™ is the security of knowing that help is an easy phone call away.

See your dealer for details.

Easy to Enjoy. Seriously.

Purchase a new Coachmen RV and receive a free one-year membership in the Coachmen Owners’ Association (C.O.A.).

You’ll enjoy exclusive discounts at campgrounds, theme parks and fuel stations. You’ll also receive concierge service 24/7 so you can find and buy what you need, often at big discounts!

Other benefits include trip routing, vacation packages, event reservations, mail forwarding and our helpful owners magazine — Easy RVing.

Plus annual camping events, a support network and services for first-time buyers.

Take advantage of your C.O.A. membership today by calling 888-432-2582.

Coachmen Recreational Vehicle Company, LLC
P.O. Box 30, Middlebury, IN 46540

To see how Coachmen is making the easy life even easier, visit www.easyRVing.com or call 1.800.353.7383.